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INTRODUCTION

The objective of this research is to identify social factors that

hinder or facilitate the participation of Mexican-American females in.cour-
.

r

*,
ses and careers in science. While previous research in the field has

focused on barriers to female participation ih general, few works have exa-

mined Mexican American women. Thir research seeks to differentiate those

factors_that affect females, those that affect Mexican Americans, and those

that affect Mexican-American women. Of particular interest 41 be to

investigate whether Mexican-American women suffer from a "double

disadvantage."

OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM

:21

Social scientists have documented the effects of race, ethni9ity and

gender on occupational stratification. The general conclusion of thes

StUdieS is that the higher the occupation in terms of the status and

prestige, the fewer the number of women and minorities who are found (Blau,

1979). ;_Occupational segregation by sex and ethnicity is particularly evi-

dent in science, which until recently was' almost exclusively the domain of

White males. Science may be a last bastion of white male dominance because

the scientific professions require advanced, specialized training and are

occupations that are highly regarded in our technologically oriented society.

Although women remain underrepresented in science, in the last ten

years their position relative to men has improved; In terms of educational

attainment, women's share of bachelor's master's; and doctoral degrees in



the biological and physical sciences increased from 1971 to 1977 (Brown,

1979). By 1977, Women were receiving 24 percent of all doctoral degrees,

21 percent of thdee in biological sciences and 9.6 percent of those awarded

in physical sciences: These trends are likely, to continue insofar as gra-

duate enrollments in 1978 indicate that women represent 46 per-Cent Of all

graduate students, 35 percent in the biologic,11 sciences rind 18.percent in

the physical sciences (National Science Foundation, 1980a). In the area of

work, employment of women scientists increased faster than men between 1976

and 1978 (National Science Foundation, 1980b). The result is an increase

in the percentage of employed scientists who are women.
. _

While the participatitm of-minorities in science has also increased;

they still remain greatly underrepresented. Minorities represented /8 per-

cent of all undergraduates in 1978 and comprised 17 percent and 10 percent

of the majors in the biological and_physical Sciences respectively

-
(National Science Foundaiton(, 1980d'). Although 10 percent of all gradPatd.

-
students were minorities, seven percent of the biological and six percent

of the physical science students are minorities. Thus,, minorities continue

to be underrepresented as science majors insofar as Blacks, Native

Americans and Hispanics together accounted for 18 percent of the

-population.

When the minorities are separated into their respective groups the

differences between the ethnic groups become apparent. Relative to their

size; Asian and Native Americans earn a more representative share of

degrees in science than dO Blacks and Hispanics. Hispanics are estimated

to be nearly six percent of theU.S. population. Howeveri, Hispanics

received leas than two.Pereent of the bachelor's degrees and less than or.-.
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percent' Of the master's and doctoral degrees in scie.ice in 1975-76

(National Science Foundation, 1980a) In terms Of employment, the figures

indiatd that in 1974 five percent of all employed scientists and engineers

were minority group members; however, a mere .001 percent of all employed

scientists and engineers were Mexican Americans (National Science

Foundation, 1977).

The effect of being both a woman and an ethnic minority magnifies the

barriers to participation in science. Because the percentage of degrees

in science which are awarded to minorities in small, the figures usually

are not broken down by sex. BLit of all science doctorates (including

those in the social sciences) awarded in the United States in the 1970'S,

8643 went to White women, 814 to Black women and only 35 to

Mexican.- American women (NAS/NRC .Cbmtission on Human _Resources, 1977)

In employment, only one percent of all employed scientists and engineers

were minority women in 1974 (National Science Foundation, 1977).

Undoubtedly, the percentage of theSe women who are Hispanic is quite

small;

Even though, the position of minority women in science is not

statistically well ddbUtented, the obstacles to their success in education

and employment haVe been explored in interviews and conference8 (Maloom

Hall and Brown, 1976; Erlich and Leboid, 1977: Menard, 1979) These

reports demonstrate that these women have perservered in.spite of ehcoun,

tering racism and sexism in their .raining and careers. Mincirity women

have been seen AS different both in the scientific professions and in their

own cultural group because of their nontraditional career choideS.



Factors Influencing Participation in Science

NuMerOUS factors have been offered to account for the sex and ethnic

differeticeS'in participation in science: These explanations can be diVided

into four general areas: cognitive characteristics, cultural charac-

teristics, social factors and educational factors.

Reports that minority and female students use cognitive style6 that

1

are more field dependent and:score low r on various measures of spatial

visualization and specific cognitive skills have been cited as explanations

of sex and ethnic differences in science and mathpmatics. This research

does not explore the relationship of cognitive characteristics to par-

ticipation in science for three reasons. Firsti:the connections betweeq

various cognitive skills and science have not been clearly established.

Second, measures of cognitive ability are confounded with the sex and eth-

/ nic factors which they seek to illuminate. Third, the diffrenCea in cognitive..

-,skills are due, at least in part; to social and cultural factors which are

best understood by direct examination.

Three cultural characteristics have been examined with respect to edu-

cation; Ffrst, language ability may be related to science insofar as ade-

quate preparation in English is related to academic success and

bilingualism mai contribute to A more heterogeneous; diversified cognitive

style. Second, familism has been portrayed either as a barrier to indivi-

dual success or as a support necessary for goal achievement; Third;

although the predictiOn WAS that acculturation would be related to educe-
,

tionaI achievement, th656 students %Aid identify with the Mexican-American

culture are more academically successful. Therefore, competence in English
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is expected to be related to
participation in science but other cultural

)

characteristics are not expected to be influential.

Social factOr8 are divided into three areas. First, socioeconomic fac=-

tors have been explored in the past to account for ethniC differenCeS: The

concentration Of Mexican Americans in the lower occupational and educa=

tional categories may limit the resources; information and examples they

can provide for their children: SedOnd, there may be systematic differen-

ces in the support and encouragement that minority students and girls

receive With respect to thei'r interest in science and mathematics.

Although MeXican=American parents are as Supportive of education a

general level as Anglos, they may haVe less interest and knowledge about

science and mathematics. Similarly, although girls may receiqc encourage-

ment to finiSh high school or attend college, the are usually counaeled to

pursue more traditional fields. Insofar as the peer group is homogeneous

with respect to sex and ethnicity, peer encouragement and support Will per-

petuate rather than challenge the patterns of interest in science and

mathematics. Finally, social stereotypes continue to influence beliefs

about sex appropriate behavior. Not only are girls affected by stereotypes

that Achievement contradicts the female role, but science and mathematics,

in particular; are seen as "masculine pursuits. Therefore, parents and

peers are expected to provide less support and encouragement for

Mexidan;=AMerican and female students. Students who are traditionally

oriented toward sex roles are predicted to be less interested in science

And mathematics.
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The educational context is particularly important in influen4ng'par-

ticipation in science and math. Students' course selections are affected

by their past experience, including their likes, dislikes, grades, and

efforti,and their future expectations, i.e.; the usefulness of the subject

matter. for adult roles and TA opportunities. Two structural. charac=

teristics of schools, the, ethnic composition and the curriculut and

tracking, provide the TrabeWdrk within which educational decisiona are

made. TeaCherS,And counselors may; be particularly influential in the

advice and encouragement they provide; Insofar as teachers' and

counselors'46kpectations and re3ponses are differentiated by sex and eth-

nicity, they may help perpetuate the pre-existing differences in students'
.

cs;

attitudes and schoOl structure that result in lower participation in math

and science by girls and minorities.

PLAN OF THE RESEARCH
J.

This research Seeks to identify social influences,on the participation

of Mexican - American women in Science; The study focuses on interperSonal

factors and intrapersonal factors that arise from social, cultural and edu-

cational institutions. At the intrapersonal level Self=image and atti-

tude§ are of primary concern. Because of societal expectations as'to the

appropriateness of science and technology as fields for women and because

of the importance of family roles to Mexican American , this research exa-

mines the effect of gender role attitudes. Specifically, attitudes about

-!careers for women, attitudes -about combining career and family roles, and

attitude about differentiation of activities by gender are investigated.

Attitudes about school and educational and occupational aspirations are
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other crucial attitudes which are included for study; Finally. self-iMage

and background characteristics are megsuredto determine the influence of

these features on participation in science.

The interpersonal level is examined fPot two perspectives.

young people are que ioned abdut their perceptions of the e,xpeCtations,

support, and encouragement they. receive from others in their social networkS.

Second, parents, teachers and counselors are questioned with respect to

the enc9uragement they provide to adolescents.

_Research Sites

Methods

Information from adolesbehtS was gathered using a questionnaire that

was distribut schooytioUrS to high_ school and junior high students

in six schools Ln southern Arizona. The six schools:included in the;StudX

were selected on the basiS of the proportion of minority studentiehr011ed;
1

Students who identified theMSelveS as Mexican or Mexican Ameri were the
r4

modal ethnic group in each SChool; The two school districts were chosen as

the research si'.es because they represent different types of schOol popula-

tions. The first Site, in Nogales; Arizona, is located in a toWt of 12;000

that borders with Mexico and has a populace with very close.cUltUral ties

with Mexico. Nogales, Sonora has a P6puIation of nearly 53,000; Eighty-

nine percent of thec8tUdents in the school system are Melcican---.American. One

high school and one junior high serve the entire community. In addition,

about one percent of the students cross the border and pay tuition to

attend school in the United States.

LI



'The second site in TUoncin, population 520,000 has an urbanized student

population that is thirty=fiVe percent minority; the ma-,;urity of that group

is Mexican-Ameriden. BacauSe the Tucson llnified=School DiStrict is the

largest school district in Aritona,;there is Variation An the student csm-

positon or diffebent'Schools. For this particularstudy, the two high

schools with the largest proportion on minorlty students and the junior

high sdhoolS that serve these high schools were included in the study.

QuestionnaireS

Because questionnaires were to be distributed in class, students could

not be aelantad..pandomly from the SCh66l population for participation in

the study. Required classes at each grade level were uaadias the sampling

units. For example= in the seventh grade all=students.Might be required to

take math, in the eighth gradei English.. The use of required classes was

the best way to ensure that all students in a given grade had a chance to

parti ipate:

Consent to participate was obtained froth students and parents. Several

days before the questionnaires were to be diStribUted, students took home a

bilingual letter; Which the parents were to return: if they-did not Want

their Child to participate in the study. student8 could also refuse to

fill out the quesionnaire. Overall, the response rate was quite high.

IA8S than four percent of the Tucson parents and less than one percent Of

the Nogales parents returned the letter. In Nogales only one percent of

the students refused to fill out the queStionnaire. In Tucson, the refu-

sals ranged from six to thirteen percent.

"4,
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The bilingual questionnaire was completed by a total of 2442 Students.

Of these, 835 were from junior high sohooL9, and 1607 were fro high.

schools.. This response exceeded the goals of 700 junior high and 1300 high

school students. Only nine peroent were &able to,complete the entire

questionnaire; but: most Of these completed the sections on sex role attitu-

des; attitudes toward school, educational and occupational aspirations,

social support, and studepts' demographiccharacteristics.

Since most of thetquestions were'designed with pre-coded, closed answer

choices, the information was easily transferred to coding sheets. The

reliability of the coding was quite high with only one error per 1,000

codes. The key punching was also suite accurate wi.th only one error for

every 10,000 punches.

Interviews

Interviews were conducted with teachers and conunselors form the six

school in the study plus a few teachers from an additional high school;

igoal was to obtain 100 interviews, half of theSe With math and science
Th!2

teachers. Interviews were completed with forty-six math and science

teachers, forty teachers of other subjects and fiftiten counselors; The

teachers were fail-ly evenly divided on gender. 16 terms of ethnicity, the

majority were Anglo, with thirty-one percent of the male and six percent of

the fethele teachers, and nearly forty percent of the counselors identifying

themSelVe8 as MeXican American.

The interview schedule was designed to utilize as many questions as

possible that Were simi\ier to the student-queStionS. The interview began

with gene*ral questions about teaching experience, interaction with students,

I

144
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typical problems encountered, and ways that the educational system Could be

improved; Next teachers completed a set of background itams and the same

gender role questions to whidh students responded. Finally, teachers were

-presented a brief descipt.loW of six hypothetical situations-And asked what

advice they would give and What factors they took into account. By varying

the names of students: sex and ethnicity were systematically varied.

Parents of ei th, tenth and twelfth grade students were located by

randomly selecting three or fOur classes from each of these grade levels

per school. When a letter sent home with students failed to-elicit much

response, parents were contacted directly by phone or mail. Of the U19

names with which we began, interviews were completed with 260 bi- fifty-eight

percent. The response rate is sixty-eight percent when those who were not

contacted and those Who had moved are not included. .We were unable to

reach our goal of 300 interviews due to the time necessary to locate each '

parent. Half Of the parents came from Nogales., and more than forty percent

identify. thethaelVeS'aS Mexican American. Because of the difficulties to

locating parents; no attempt was made to select one parent or the Other._

Thus, twenty-five percent of theperents were 'fathers and seventy-fiye per -

cent
.

were mothers.

Pareffts were asked how well they thought their child did; in what, ways

they encouraged the c,b id, what their aspirations for the child were', how

involved they were with schOoI activities, and What their overall evalua-

tion was of the school system. The interview Concluded with background

characteriatics, reactions to the interviews and the gender role questions.



Interview ers

The ,interviewers,' who were all bilingual', were SeleCted on the basis of

previous experience and two personal interviews with Staff members. Of the

eight,-three were women and four were undergraduate stUderita at the univer-
4

sity. They ranged in age from 22 to 54. The interviewers received

approximately ten hours of training and feedback throughout the data

gathering process onhowto improve their interviewing technittUea. Im this

way; potential problems were corrected before they affected many cases.

The teacher interviews were done h six interviewers, two women an

four men. Because the parent interviews Were to be conducted in the

respondents' homes; only the most reliable and conscientious interviewers

were used in the parent interviews. Although foUrihterViewes were used

for the parent interviews, one man was responsible for Sixty-eight percent

of tbbse interviews;

RESULTS

Two background characteristi'es are of primary importance in this study:

sex and ethnicity. Students were asked Whether they were male or female

and to check which ethnic labela they would/use to describe themselves.

Approximately a quarter of the respondents selected White/Anglo. Nearly

sixty percent checked MeXican=Aterican and thirteen percent picked Mexican.

Native American accounted for almost seven percent followed by a very small

percent who chose Black, Asian American and other ethnic groups; Because

students could Seledt More than one ethnicity; the following cateiories

were created. All those who identified themselves as Mexican or Mexican

American were cla3Sified as Mexican Americans (N = 1588). Of the remaining

3
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students, those Who Ciie'dked:White/Anglo Were -Considered Anglos (N= 476).

Those of all other ethnicities (N = 378) were excluded from the analyses

because they were too few in any single ethnic group for statistical Com-

parison and the characteristics of these ethniC groups are too diverse to

con-Sider nem together.

Participation in Sciende

The focus of this study, participation in science, was assessed by

/

three measures: course taken, desire for a career in science, and

interest in taking science courses.

Courses Talon in Science and Math

FirSt, there is variation in the curriddlUt. One school system offers

biology _and math on a bilingual basis'and provides a-second-year of

biology, oceanography and computer math fOr interested students. Earth.

science is the only addition to the usual offerings in theother school

a

District.

Differences in the total number Of science and math con ses stud

reported taking reflect the effectS of sex, ethnicity and curriculum.

First; the range of choices is related to school district and grade.

Regression analysis was used in Order to consider the effects of grade

school distriCti-Sex and ethnidity on courses taken. As can be seen

in Figure 1, grade has a linear effett on number of science courses

taken; There are two grad-6S Where there is no change: the comparison

of eighth and ninth and eleVenth and twelfth grades. The first comparison

reflects the structure Of the Curriculum; Thfirst science course
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available to students in high school is biology, which is usually taken

in the sophd4more year. The second comparison reflects students.' enrollment

in electives.. After completing biology, which is required for high school

graduation, few students go on to take science in the eleVenth and twelfth

grade; The lack of a Significant difference between student8 in these class

levels is indicative Of the fact that very few studentS take Science in

both these grades. In fact, the high schools recommend only two years of

high school science for Students who are planning on attending college;

Since most students take biolOgy_iduring the sophomore year, they Auld only

complete three year of high school science before they gradUate; However,

most stop at the minimum required and complete a total Of only three

courses in junior high and high school;

The effects of:Sex and ethnicity are also evident in Figure 1. At each

grade level, girls report having taken fewer courses than boys of the same

ethnicity. Overall, Mexican Americans report feWer science courses than

Anglos. The only exception to this pattern occurs in the seventh grade

where Anglos enter at a relative disadvantage compared to Mexican

Americans. By the eighth grade, Mexican Americans' advantageous position

has been-reverSed. This ethnic difference refleCts variation in the curri-

culums between the two school systems. In Nogales, Students are offered

science courses it both the seventh and eighth grades; one focuses on life

sciences, the other on physical science. In Tucson, students do not take

science until the eighth grade. At one of the junior highs, studentS

receive a year idt4 course in general science. At
-
the otheri students can

select three of the four quarter-length units offered in science. Since
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Mexican Americans ace more heavilyretireSented in Nogales, the ethnic din=

ference in the seventh grade corresponds to the structure of the

curriculum; Finally, iti should be noted that fitting grade, sex, eth-

nicity, and the effect of being an Anglo seventh grader accounts for

thirty-eight percent of the variance in the number of science courses

-

taken. Other parameters for particular school district orator combinations

of sex, grade, and ethnicity did not significantly improve on this model.

The model for number of Math courses taken is more complicated. Acan

be seen in Figure 2, the effeeta Of' Sex and ethnicitf are not Iinear . but

interact with grade level. ThiS means that differences between the sexes

and ethnic groups are initially small bUt increase over time. The math

curriculum is more structured beeaUpf-Nre math than science is required.

Students in both districta take math in the seventh and eighth grades.' In

high school, one year of math is required for graduat4on although two years

are recommended for students planning to attend college. Most StudentS

continue to take math after they have met graduation requirements and leave'

high schabl having completed four or five math courses.

In addition to the effects of grade and the interactive effects of eth-

,nicity and sex with grade, the school district the student attended has a

significant effect. Because of the greater- .variation ih the courses

offered in Nogales, students in that district report having taken more,: math

than do Students in Tucson. Four additional parameters which accbtint %for

specific sex, grade and ethnic combinations ara also included in this/

Model. When all eight parameters are included, the model acoounts flor

fifty;Seven percent of' he variance in number of math courses taken. The'

16
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redaction in the number of maeh courses reported by twelfth grade Anglos.

A

in:Nogales reflects the small number of Anglo students in these categories
0

rather than a reversal of the general pattern in which Anglos report more

math at other grade levels. The overall pattern of these analyses is that

sex and ethniC differences are quite small until students complete the 1

'N

minimum amount of math. Although there is some variation in the amount Of

Math taken in the tenth and eleventh grades, by eleventh grade Anglos haveN
completedmbre.-Maththan/M-xican Americans and boys more,than girls.

Specific Courses Taken

Enrollments in math and science courses are presented in Table 1. Log

:linear analyses were used to determine whether participation in particular

-_-

courses was related to sex' and ethnicity; Overar, the results indicate

that there are more ethnic differences than sex differences. Ethnicity but

not se* is related to science courses in six cases., Anglos are 1.8 times

more likely to have taken general science and independent study in science,

1.7 tithes more likely to have taken chemistry and 1.6 times more likely to

haVe taken earth science or to have been a science lab assistant. Mexican

Atheriden8 are 2.1 times more likely to have taken physics, but this i8 the

only. course in Which they are over-represented. Enrollthent in physical
r

science is related to sex but 'not to ethnicity; boye are 1.3 times more

likely to have taken it; -Biology 1 and and nceanography, Are indepen-

dent Of sex and ethnicity; bilingual biology is independent of sex.

The associations with ethnicity reflect preparation for college;

Chemistry and physics are suggested for studentS Who deSim '7:o go to

17
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college. These' results indicate that Anglos who continue insolence

take Chetistry; the most popular of the elective science course!.

Mexican Americans who continue in science are more likely to enroll in phy-

sics. Thedifference with respect to independent study and being a science

lab assistant may reflect the close interaction students in these positions

have with teachers; In most cases, the science,teachers are Anglo and,

therefore, may be more likely to work With Anglo students. The sex dif-.

Terence in taking physical science parallels national trends which indicate

that mals are more likely to study the physical sciences and the few fema-

leS in science are better represented in the life sciences. Whether the

underlying difference appears to be the subject matter; the effects of

individdal4yterests or sex role stereotyping remain to be determined.

Turning to the math courses= gain there are more differences by eth-

niciy than by sex, although there are a large number of courses taken as
t

electives bya small percentage Of students that are unrelated to either

sex or ethnicity. There is no sex difference in participation in bilingulk

math and computer math, and no sex or ethnic differences with respect to

business math, algebra II, college algebra, and calculus. Except for buSi=
C

ness math which is taken by nearly seven percent of the student6 and

Algebra II which 16 percent take, these other courses have very small

enrolTments.

Two courses are associated with ethnicity and one course is related to

both sex and ethnicity. ; Anglo students are 1.4 times more likely to have

taken albegra I, and Mexican American are 1.6 time more likely to report

general math. Since algebra I is the course that is usually taken to
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fulfill the graduation; requirement, these ethnid differences may indicate.

that Mexican Americans take a less specialiZed course to.' meet the

Merit or need basic pre-requisites before they can take 'algebra. In either

case, their ability to continue taking maw and to take the more advanced

science courses for which algebra is required is reduced; Geometry is

related to both sex and ethnicity. Anglo6 and boys ,are Fore likely to

take geometry by factors of 1.6 and 1.3 respectively. These differences

May be dUe to spatial visualization skills Which may be less developed

forgirlaandMexidanAmerica-n,7 Language may al8O contribute to the'

participation of Mexican AmeriCans insofar .AS language skills may be

more necessary for Understan ihg the other more abstract

and symbolic math courses; Pre-algebra is related to sex fmt not

ethnicity. Boys are 1.3 times more likely to take this course. This

difference reflects counseling and Academic planning; Pre-algebra is

offered in junior high as advanded preparation for students who will

be taking algebra in high schOol. Boys may be more likely to anticipate

their future course work, or they may be encouraged by parents, teadherS,

and counselors to consider their high school plans earlier than girls.

Careers in Science

Students were asked both their occupational;as ¢ irations and expeca

tations. For the purposes of this report; the Percentage of students

interested in science is of particular interest; As can.be seen in

Table 2", only a small number Of Student:, are interested in careers

in science. Because of the attrition as one proceeds through.the

is
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educational and occupati/5ne processes, until more students are interested

in careers in science at the high school level, the number who continue on

to receive undergraduate or graduate degrees in science will remain very ,f

small. The occupations were grouped inter four categories; scientist, other

professions, all other 6ccUpations, and don't know. Anglos are more likely

to :desire a dareer.in-aCience; The differences with respect to the other

professions and other occupations are smaller, but Anglos are slightly more

likely to pick professions and Mexican Americans are slightly more likely

to choose nonprofessional occupations. Among the professions arethe math

related occupations, such as accountant, mathematician, computer scientist.

Although the sex and ethnic differences with respect to careers in math do

not reach Significance; a predictable pattern emerges: 7.9 percent of the

Anglo boys, 5.8 percent of the MexiCan-American boys and 4.2 and 4;8 per-

Centof the Ang:_o and Mexican-American girls respectiVely desire a job in a

Math=related field;

It should be noted that Mexican Americans are more likely to answer

"don't know." Insofar as Mexican Americans are more undecided with

respect to their occupational aspirations, they may not take the course

. _
work necessary to pursue careers in science, math, and other technological

areas; Once such decisions about course work have been made by default, it

becomes increasingly difficult to alter one's plans and take the necessary

pre-requisites. The pattern of association with sex indicates that boys are

more likely to choose scientist, nonprofessional occupations and "don't

know;" girls are more' likely to be interested in professions other than
1

science. Girls are more interested than boys in al1I the professions listed

except, the science and math related occupations.

°O
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Occupational aspirations and expectations are contrasted in Table 2.

Since some students selected more than one job as their preferred occupa-

tion, in the lOwerkhalf of the table, first and second choices have been

pooled. This table contrasts those students who picked scientist for either

choice with those who expressed an interest in other occupations. Those

,students who were undecided are omitted. The sex and ethnic effects per-

sist. Boys and Anglos are more likely to be interested in science. In

terms of occupational expectations, some students believe that their abili=

ties and the opportunities available will not enable them to realize

their aspirations. The percentage of students whose occupational

expectation is scientist is one to two percentage points lower than the

percentage who desire a career in science. Although the drop is propor-

tional to the number initially interested, when there are so few students

interested in science to begin with; the number left who believe they will

be able to beccide scientists is incredibly small. Less than two percent of

the Mexican-American girls, that is eleven girls, think they will become

scientists. Insofar as these girls are scattered across six schools, there

is little possibility of peer support and encouragetent among students who

shard occupational expectations. Until more students aspire to careers in

science, but particularly more girls and more minorities, the number who

purSue these aspirations, much less are able to aohieVe what they desire,'

will not increase:

Interest -in Taking Science

Students were asked whether they would take science if they had a

choice. They could choose from the responses yes, probably, no, and "don't

21
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know ;" The results presented in Table 3 and F re_3, indiCate that the f

,...../-t...4.

responses are associated with both sex and ethnicity. The effect of eth-
NN

Ticity is larger than the effebt of sex; Comparing the sexesi'males are

more likely to answer yes, femaleS are more likely to give the other answers.

The sex difference is offrapproxiMatley the same magnitude for the cate-

gories probably, no, and don't know. Anglos are more likely than Mexican

Americans to be interested in taking Science. Mexican Americans are more

likely to\rl'espond probably, no or don't know; The relationship has a

linear form. The negative attitudes of Mexican-American students toward
-.-

science are striking. Between sixteen and nineteen percent of the Mexican

Americans would not take science and an additional ten percent do, not know.

Sixty -three Meximn=Aterican boys and fifty-four Mexican-American girls did

not respond to this question and are excluded from the table. Overall,

Mexican-Americans express less interest in science and more uncertainty

about their-intereSt in Science. Because uncertainty about taking science

may be a separate dimension of interest, subsequent analyses will use only

three categories of response to this question. Because there is more

variation in interest in science than in number of courses taken or occu-

pational aspirations, interest in science will be the primary focus of the

remainder of this report;

Cultural Factbra Associated with Interest in Science

Two aspecM,of language were examined. First, students were asked what

-/

language they spoke at home and with their frienda. Language spoken at

home is independent of interest in taking science. Language spoken with

1



friendS is related for Mexican Americans such that those who speak only

Spanish are fess likely to be interested in taking science than those who

speak only English or -a combination of English and Spanish. Sex, howeVer,

Continues to be influential. The second aspect focuses upon competenCe.

Those students whot.report getting A'S in English ap. the mo4 interested in

taking science; However, the second most interested group area those

e

receiving D's followed by B and C student8.

Grades in English do not account for the sex and ethnic differences as

these variables continue t6 have independent effects (See Figure 4). The

effects of sex and ethnicity on interest are nearly equal, hence

fthe closeness of the lines for Mexican - American males and Anglo femaleS.

The result is that MexicanAmerican females are doubly disadvantaged as

their interest is reduced by sex and ethnicity.

In terms of the association of grades with sex and ethryicity, girls are

more likely to report A's and B'S in English. This adva age in terms of

grades; however- does not lead them to be more interested in science.

Rather sex reduces the likelihoOd.of their interest in science. As might

lbe expected, Mexican AmeribanS are more likely to report Cs and D'S in

English..

English appears to haVe two effects. Mexican AmericanS WhO speak

English with friends and preSUMably.are associating with AnglOS develop an

interest in science.. COmpetente in English is not a barrier to interest in/

science insofar as A and D StUdents are interested in science.

Proficiency in EngliSh, however, may be a barrier to fulfilling these.
_ _ _

interests because studentS Who receive poor grades in EngliSh may lack

basic reading and writing "ills.
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As general Amasures of acculturation, students' and parents' birthpla-

ces were analyzed using United States, Hispanic countries and Mal other

nations as categoriet Students' and Mothers birthplaces were independent

of interest in science for all studehtS. Fathers' birthplace Was asso-

dated only among itngIos; those studentS WhOSe fathers were born in

non-Hispanic countrs were more likely to be interested in science than

those of fathers from Hispanic countries or the United States. Therefore,

stereotypes about Hispanic culture as "anti -scientific" appear to be

unfounded;

measure of family orientation was derived from a question which asked

_ .

school?why tudents might stop going to chool? The answers were grouped together

into four categories: will complete edUCatiOn desired, financial

reasons; family reasons, and personal reasons. Family orientation does

seem to affect interest in science. Those who picked financial reasons are

the most interested ih'sdiende followed closely by those who believe they

will complete the educatiOn deSired. Those who chose family reasons are

less interested in science f011oWed by those with personal reasons. Both

personal and family reasons may offer students an alternative orientation to

that offered by the educational system;

Turning to the distribution of reasons by sex and ethnidity0 there is

little variation by sex. Anglon were more likely to b lleve they would

complete their de8ired education and' Mexican Americans were more likely

to give personal reasons or family reas.ons;

Finally, five characteristics of self image were examined with respect

to interest in science. Students rated themAelves on a five point Semantic

Differential Scale. The associations were partitioned in order to collapse

a

24
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categories that were not significantly different across all four sex by

ethnic groups. The patterns of associatiot*are similar forself confident

and intelligent; Across all sex and ettinid groups, those who describe

themselves as highly self confident or intelligent are more interested in

_ -
5-cience.',Dependence - independence exhibits a curvilinear shape such that

those who are on either end of the scale are more interested in science than

those in the middle categories. CreatiVity varieby ethnicity by the
1

general trend) is linear. Those who rate ihemselves higher on creativity

are more likely to be interested insoce. Competitiveness varies by sex

and the results are particularly jdhtereeting. For males, rated

competitiveness makes no difference with respect to interest in'sciende.

Among girls, those who rated theteelVe8 highly competitive are more likely

to be interested in science.' Efforte to improve students' self perception

as intelligent, self7confident and creative would increase interest in

science; These efforts could be aimed at girls and minorities insofar as

boys and Anglos desdribe themeelVe8 as more intelligent and creative and

boys give themselves higherratings on self-confidence. Insofar as girls

and Mexican Amerieans became more similar to boys and Anglos in viewing

themselves as intelligent, self-confident and creative, more equal interest

in science would be likely to develop.

Social Factors Associated With Interest in Science

The Family

Students were asked a series of questions about the support, encoUra-

_ gement, help and expectations they received from their parents and

siblings. Eadh general question about school, i.e. "ho4 much does your
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father encourage yOl_to learn," was. SUbdiided into four subject areas
f

(Oath, science; English, and social-Studies). Those responses spotifid t

science are of interest here. For most ofthe result, under the preferred

model of association; sex and ethnicity Affect both the explanatory

Variable, social factors in this case, and interest in science. These

results could be presented schematically as in Figure 5. Because sex

.1

and.

ethnicity have two effects; their association With the explanatpfy variable

will AlSo be discussed; Cases that deviate Oom this model, e.ig-7-no effect

of sex or ethnic on the explanatory variable or an interaction between sex

or ethnicity and the explanatory variable, Will be explained.

It should be noied that the effeCt ofexplAnatory variable does not

fully account for the sex and ethnic differences in interest in science% If

it did; only the association of sex and ethnicity with the explanatory

variable would be significant. In terms of strategies for change, interest

in science can be increased by changing the levels of the explanatory

variable. However, since under this model all students are affebted by the

explanatory Variable, this change would result in increasing interestx

Science for boys and girls, Mexican Americans and ArIgIos; and the differen-

t-e8 between these groups would remain. If the goal is to reduce differen-

ces by sex and ethnicity, programs can be designed which fodus upon

explanatoryivariables in models where sex and ethnicity have small net

effects on interest in science or efforts can be made to alter the rela-

,

tionship between sex, ethtidity, and the explanatory variable.

First, students Were asked how important their parents thought learning

science was. EaCh question was asked twice, Onoe With father ,-,--s the

referrent, once with mother. The overall pattern is linear; the more
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important learning science 16 to mother Or father, the greater the

studente' interest in science. With respect to mOther, the relationship is

monotonic as illustrated in Figure 6; For fathers there is an upturn at

the laW end, such that students who father8 who are perceiVed as thinking

science is not at all important are more interested in science ;:han those

whose fathers believe science is slightly important. The restiltS for

parent6' encouragement to do Well in science are similar. The pattern for

mother'S encouragement is linear and monotonic. For fathers the ordering of

the categories in terms of decreasing interest in science is alway8, some-

times, often and never. In all of these mode18, sex and ethnicity continue

to have independent effeet6 on interest in science: Sex and ethnicity are

independent of importande of science to parents and parent's encouragement.

ThuS, boys and girls, Angles and Mexican American report getting the same

encburagement from parents .

Students were also asked whether they usually went to their parents for

help In science. Ankle students are more likely to get help from their

parents in science. Students who got help from their mother8 in scien,,c?

were more interested in Science, although sex and ethnicity continue to

haVe effects; EthnicitY also affects the likelihood that mothers help.

Twenty=two percent of the Anglo students but only seventeen percent of

Mexiden;=-American students get help from their mothers. The effect of

father's help interadt6 With sex and ethnicity. As can be seen in Figure 7,

father's help has the greatest effect on interest in science for Anglo

boys, a moderate effebt on Anglo_sirls and Mexican-American boys and no

effect on Mexican-Ameridan girls. These findings suggest that fathers of

Anglo boys convey greater interest or Concern over their Sons' science

2?
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homework whi increased the sons' interest in science and that other Stu-.-=

dents may ge. less enthusiastid or positive reactions from their fathers.

Or it may be that Anglo boys who are interested in science seek out their

fathers help with science homweork while other students are leaS likely to

do so. In either case, whether fathers help with science homework had dif-

ferential effects across the sex and ethnic groups. Help from brothers and

,c2Isters was unrelated to interest i 'science.

Two questions were asked about parent's' educational.expectations: the

importance to parents that the student attenC college and the amount of edu-

cation the parents wanted the students to complete. In both cases,'sex,

ethnicity and parental expectatibh8 are related to interest in science.

The more important college attendance is to parents, the more students

are interested in science. Parents who wanted graduate school, then,

vocat,ional/teohnical education, had children who were more interested in

science than those desiring college or just high school. Ethnicity affects

the importance to parents of college attendance, such that Mexican

Americans report that attending college is more important.

The final set of questions concerns how important to students are

parents. Respondents were asked to rate how important having various people

think Well of them was. Students who rated mother'S and father's

impressions higher are more interested in science; sex 4nd ethnicty have

indevendeht effect8 on interest in science. Fathers' importance did not

vary by sex and ethnicity, but mothers were rated as more important by

Mexidan=American. students; Since parents are generally auppportive and

end-Our:aging of learning science, it makes sense that when parents mean

more to students; students have a greater interest in science.
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These results indicate that parents' support and encouragement of

science, while not explaining sex and ethnic differences, have independent

effects on interest tn science; Parents of Mexican-Americans and AnglOS,

boys and girls are perceived as being equally suppoi.tive and having similar

expectations. Thus, increasing parental support and expectations would

increase all students' interest in science; Help from fathers has dif-

ferent effects across the sex and ethnic groups; Anglo boys' interest is

greatest when they get help from fathers; One strategy for improving

Mexican Americans' interest in science would be to increase the likelihood

that they get help from parents with their science homework; The findings

can be interpreted as indicating that Anglo and Mexican-American parents

are as supportive at a general level, but that Mexican-American parents

are less -likely to provide more direct, focused support, such as helping

with_homework. We turn now to data from parent interviews to support this

interpretation.

Parents' Viewpoint

Parents were asked a series of questions about their perception of the

education their children were receiving. Mexican Americans are more

likely than AngIos to believe that the school was doing a good job of pre-

paring students for education beyond high school. However, there are dif-

ferences in frequency of the suggestions parents made for ways the Schopls

could improve this preparation. First, Anglo parents are more likely to

give two suggestions while Mexican Americans are more likely to give one

or not to know. Parents of Anglo boys stressed higher standards and more

-
preparation in the basics. Parents of girls suggested more individual

attention and smaller classeS. ParentS of Mexican-American boys wanted
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more individual attention and higher standardS.

Mexican Americans are also more likely to know that the school has

parent - teacher conferences, more likely to attend these conferences and

extra - curricular events, and more likely to believe they have a good

effect. In terms of both the amount of education they would like to see

their children complete and the amount they expected the children to com-

plete, the expectations of Mexiden.4meriCan parents exceed those of

Anglo parents.

However, when the questions focused upon.specific help or advice,

Mexican-American parents are often unable to translate their general sup-

port into direct actions. For example, Mexican - American parents are more

likely to report that they encourage their children to do well in school,

and the parents of Mexican-Ameridan bOya provide more encouragement in

science specifically. In terms of the ways that parents provide encoura-

gement, differences emerge. Mexican Americans are twice as likely to stress

the importance of education fOr success and more likely to praise or coup=

sel their children. Anglo parents are four times as likely to believe that

their children do not need encouragement. Parentsof Anglo boys are three

times as likely to enforce diSoipline and parents of'AngIo girls nearly

four times as likely to help with homework. Mexican-American parents are

three times as likely to report that they encourage studying and on the

average expect their children to spend twice as [mach time studying than

Anglo parents do. In terms of SCiarice in particular, Mexican Ameridatia,

especially the parents of boys, report more frequently encouraging their

children to do well in science, and to rate the learning of science as more

30
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important. Mexican-American parent realize, however; that their children

may be doing less well in school insofar as they are more likely to report

that their children are average or below average in science. In summary;

MekidanzAMeridan parents report prOviding many kinds of general encouragement.

Anglo parents, however, seem to provide more. specific assistance;

Anglo stddent8 reported getting more help .from their parents in science and

Anglo parents report more help with homework in general, although hardly

any parents of either ethnic group help With science homework.

Mexican-American parents 'report more frequent conversations about the

school day and about students' performance.

When it comes to helping students select courses, the ethnic differen-

ces are striking. Among Anglos, 56 percent of the parents of boys and 67

percent of the parents on girls help select courses; Among Mexican.

Americans the comparable percentages are 29 and 44 percent respectively.

This pattern can be explained by the finding that Mexican-American parents

lack specific information about eGucation upon which to base their advice

and assistance. Mexican-American parents were slightly more likely to say

they did not have enough information to help with course selection in

response to a general question; However, when asked how much science was

required for high school graduation, 80 percent of the the Mexican-Ameridan

parents and half of the Anglo parents did not know; In terms of how much

science the parents would recommend for students interested in attending the

University, 36 percent of the Mexican-American but only ten percent of the

Anglo parents -did not know. Of those who gar an answer1 Mexican AmericanS

are more likely to recommend three or more years of science and more

likely to believe three or more years are required. The state and the
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university require one year of science. Having less information about the

amount of science required leads Mexican Americanb both to lack knowledge

of and to overestimate the recu1rements.

Parents were alSo asked abOUt occupational advise; In terms of science,

they were asked what Careers they would re mmend if their children were

interested in science. Mexican- American parents, and parents of Anglo

girls to a lesser extent, Were'likely to respond "don't know." Forty-four

perbent of the Mexican-=AteriCan parents and 20 percent of the parents of

Anglo girls Could not recommend a career in science compared to eight per-

cent of the Anglo bby6' parents. Doctor was the most popular choice among

Mexican AMerfdana folloWed by chemist for boys and a variety of choices for

girls. Parent8 of Anglo boys suggested astronomy and engineering most fre-

quently While veterinary medicine and biology were recommended for Anglo

girls. Although a total of 31 occupations were mentioned, Mexican

Americana were more likely to list jobs that required less education and

training; such as lab technicians, electronics, and mechanics.

Parents were also asked their advice to three hypcthetidal situations.

First, they were asked what advice they would offer if their -Child was

trying to decide between a v ational or college preparatory program in

high school; Although a rajority of parents in each group chose college

preparation; this response was more frequently endorsed by parents of

Anglo boys and Mexican-American girls. Parents of Anglo boys were half as

likely as other parents to pick the vocational program. Second, parents

Were asked what adVice they would offer if their child were offered a scho-

larship to a state university 100 miles from home. Although 80 percent
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of the parents said the student should take the scholar-Ship, Mexican

Americans were more likely to recoAlmend this course of action; Finally,

parents were asked what they would do if a teacher or counselor kept

suggesting occupations that were far below their. child's ability; Anglo

parents were more likely to intervene in the situation (see the counselor

or teacher, find out why) or let the child dedide. Mexican-American-,,

parents Were more likely to tell the child to ignore the teacher or

counselor'S adVice;

In part, the differences in specific assistance or advice parents pro-

vide can be explained in terms of parents' own educational and occupational

experiences. While 84 percent of the Anglo parents have a high school edu-

cation Or more, only one third of the MeXidanAterican parents have

completed this much education. Two percent of the Anglo parents but one=

third_ of the Mexican-American parents haVe only an elementary school*Rduca=

tiOn. In terms of occupations, both groups are equally represented in the

professional, managerial and sales categories. Anglos are more likely to

be employed in clerical, crafts and Operative work or to be owners of their

own businesses. Mexican American§ are more likely to be laborers, service

WOrkers or housewives. Thus, because Mexican-American patients have

Completed less education and obtained less skilled, less well renumerated

work, they are limited in the specific advice and financial support they

Can provide their children. This is not to say they have lower ekpec

tatiOna for their children. On the contrary, in spite of or perhaps

because of the limitations of their own experience, they value education

highly. When asked what advi3e they would give based on their Own educa-

tional experience, Mexican=Ameridan parents were twice as likely to stress,
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the importance of education for success and three times as likely to

suggest working hard. While Anglo parents also gave these suggestions,

they were more' likely than Mexican Americans to describe achievement (stay

in school, achieve; plan carefully, get a respectable profession) or affecz

tive strategies (relax; do something yoU like).

Parent8' own experiences are also reflected in the ways they think they

can help their children; In helPing them realize educational goals,

Mexlcan=AMeriban parents are more likely to discuas finances or giye money.

In terms of helping the student choose an ocoUpatiOnNiexican-American

parents are more likely to tell the student what parents think'is best for

him or heP or to give general encouragement or unspecified help; Anglo

parents are more likely to specify how they would help (e.g. help plan edu-

cation, help obtain experience, help find interests or aptitudes). Because

AnglOS have greater experience in educational and occupational institu=

tions, they have more specific informatio- n and advice to give their

Children regarding their eduCational and occupational goals in general and

Science in particular.

Mexican-American-parents are generally quite supportive of Oddc tion and

have higher expectations for their children's educational achievements.

One strategy for increasing Mexican Americans' interest in science would

be to rrovide these parents With more information' about edudaticital require-

tents, course choices and career options. Information on the percentage of

women in the paid labor force and the potential renumeration for women in

nontraditional careers, especially in science and engineering would give
-0

parents an informed basis frcim which to advise their daughters. In

general, support from parents exists. The school needs to tap into this

34
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support and provide parents with information and strategies to channnel this

support into more specific directive action.

The Peer Group
lir

The peer group is leSS influential. than parents vis-l-vis interest in

science. The preferred models for importance of learning science to

friends and friends' encouragement include independent effects of sex, eth=

nicity, and peers. Sex and ethnicity have two effects insofarnsofar as girls and

MexicanAmericanaperCeiVetheirfriendsfis believing science is more

importantand giVitt more encouragement and yet in spite of this encourage--

ment have less interest in Science; Peers are perceived as having less

positive attitudes toward science than parents; Although the majority Of

parents are perceiVed as encouraging science and rating it important, the

majority, of students' friends are perceived as believing science is of

little or no importance and as encouraging the learning of science a little

Or not at all.

The amount that friends help with science and the importance students

place on having friends think well of them are unrelated to science. The

amount of education friends want to compl-ce is related to interest in

science. The effect of friends' desired education varies by ethnicity.

Among Anglos, the lowest interest in science is associated with having

friends Who desire a vocational or community college degree. Among Mexican

Americans, having friends who desire a vocational or community college

degree is associated with the greatest interested in science. Sex con=

times to haVe an independent effect on interest in science and is also=

ciated with friends' educational expectations in-Sofa!' as girls perceive
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more of their friends as desiring a college or graduate degree. This eth

nic difference in the effect of friends' educational expectations may be

due to divergent career interests for these groups. Mexican AmericAh§, Who

want a vocational education, may be interested in science and considering

technical occupations. Anglb§ Who are going'tc college or, graduate school

may be interested in science and may be more likely to consider science

oriented careers for WhiChta college education isapprolipiate. ThiS

interpretation is supported by additional evidence. First, there are feW

role models in the science prOfessions for Mexican Americans. Second,

Mexican-Americarittarent8 are more likely than AngIos to suggest teehnical

occupations to students interested in Thus, the likelihood of

translating an interest in science into the need for college training may

vary by ethnicity.

Sel Role Stereotypes

Students weee asked a series of questions about sex role attitudes,.

These attitudinal Statements focussed On sex roles within the family in

work settings, in educational, religious, and political institutions. One

set of items was adapted from Fennema and Sherman (1976) to include the

sex-typing of science as well as math. Two of thee items Were indepen-

dent of interest in science. (Just as many women as men Could be good

scientists or engineers and boysdon't like girls whO do better than they

cid in math be science). The preferred model for girS can dr as well as

boys in science" includes independent effects of sex, Othnidity, and this

sex rAe attitude. The results indicate that students Who are nontradi-

tional are the most interested in science.
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The next questioh focused upon whether men need to know more nath than

women; Under the preferred model; ethnicity has an independent effect and

the association of the sex role attitude and interest in science varies by

sex; As can be seen in Fugure8, for girls, ore interest in science is

found among those with the most traditional a titudes. Among boyp nontra-

ditional attitudes are associated with increasing interest in science.

Responses to the question about whether men would want to marry a woman who

was interested in becoming a-scientist or mathematician reveal a similar

pattern. Among males, interest in science does not vary greatly by tradi-

tionalism of sex role attitudes. Among females the greatest interest in

science is found among the most traditional, followed by the most nontradi-

tional.

Two interpretations of these results are possible. First, the girls

with very traditional attitudes represent a very small number of cases,

particularly among Anglo girls: They may be qualitatively 4ifferent than

the rest of the girls; Second, it may be that girls with traditional atti-

tudes can be interested in science because their long term °els conform

to the traditional female sex role. For girlS with nontraditional attitu-

des, educational and occupational interests may be more problematic insofar

AS they anticipate negative reactions when they deviate from prescribed sex

roleS.

Four other sex role items which focused upon theisuitability ofcareer8

for women were included; The preferred model for three of the four yieldS

independent effects of sex, ethnicity, an the sex role item; These three

questions concern whether woman's place is in the'homei.whether jobs that

have been held by men, such as scientist, are harder to combine with

family than jobs held by women, and whether girls who plan to work should
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be counseled to enter "feminine" jobs. As can be seen in Figure 9, students

C
who hold traditional and moderately nontraditional positions are similar

in the lack of interest in science. Inblviduals with strongly nontradi-
.

1
tional beliefs on these questions are more. likely to be interested in

f

science.

The final question on whether career education for boyt should have

higher priority with teachers than career education for, girls yields an

interaction with sex; Among boys, those with nontraditional attitudes are

more interested in science than those with traditional eliefa (although an

independent ethnic effect remains). For girls the effect is curvilinear.

As found with some of the questions about sextyping science and math,

(those girls who are most traditional are more likely to be interested in

science, followed by those who are most nontraditional; The explanations

of this pattern offered above are relevant here as well.

Sex role attitudts appear to be related to inter`ett in scien4e;

Interest in science would be increased for all students by increiping

nontraditional attitudes toward careers for women and the degree to which

girls are believed to do as well as boys in science. The curvilinear

results for girls on the items on the importance of career educationi the

need for women to learn math, and the marital desirability of women scien-

tists deserve further study. It may be that very traditional girls

intend to become housewives and, therefere; the association of their tradi-

tional attitudes with interest in science may not be important as the asso-
;

ion for nontraditional girls. Reducing the sex typing of science and

.math may, in flet, increase the interest in science for nontraditional girls

3 s
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and increase the orientation toward paid employment of traditional giels

The variation of these effects by sex indicate that changing then attitu-

des would affect girls and boys differentially.

Sex role attitudes afe alSO influential insofar as they are embedded in

social interaction. In Other words, it ig not just the individUal'a atti-

tudes which influence behavior, but also the attitudes of others with Whom

one interacts. On eight of these nine questions, boys are more traditional

than girls. The Only question where girls are more traditional fOcUses

upon boys' reactions, i.e., boys don't like girls who do better than they

do in math and science. Similarly, on seven of the nine questions-there are

ethnic differences such that Mexican Americans are more traditional than

Anglos. Thus,.girls' interestin science may be influenced by (the negative

reactions they anticipate receivin, particularly from boys. This problem

is expedially important for Mexican-Americanzgirla because Mexican-AMeriCan

boys are the most traditional group and Mexican - American parents have

more traditional sex role attitudes than Anglo parents. Thus; efforts

to reduce the sex-typing of careers in general; and Of math and science in

particular, would increase girls' interest in science both insofar as* their

own and their friends' attitudes changed. TO the extent that sex and ethnic

differenbea in sex role attitudes are expected to continue, programs might

alSO be designed to help nontraditional girls cope with the imaupportive

reactions they receive from others (friends, parents; teachers) in their

social interactions.
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Educational FaCtOr8

Attitudes Toward Science

Several measures of studentstitudes toward science focusing upon!

affeCtiVe preferences; grades; effort and perceived usefulness were
f

,:indluded in the questionnaire. Turning firs eto affective preferences,

whether the student picked science as their favorite course 'is the only

variable that Ully accounts for the sex and ethnic differences in interest

in science. Anglos are 1.8 times more likely to pick science as their

favorite subject and boys are 2.3 times more likely to choose it. Under,

the preferred modeliwhen the association of picking science as one's

fayOrite subject and interest in science are included, sex and ethnicity no

longer haVe significant effects. Similarly, when the course student8 chose

as the subject they disliked the most is included, sex no longer has a

Significant effect; Girls and Mexican Americans dislike science more, but'

ethnicity continues to affect interest in science when disliking science is

%0

aleo-included in the model.

These affective preferences do not offer an adequate explanation of

interest in Science because they are obviously so similar. Liking or

disliking science is closely related to interest in science. These

questions may be different measures of the same dimenSiOn, i.e., one's

Orientation toward science. We turn now to other dimensions which have

more explanatory utility.

Grades in science are related to interest, but the effect of grade

varies by sex. Overall, students who are receiving higher grades in

science are more intereSted.in science. \Mowever, girls at every average

d

`10
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reported grade are less interested in science and girls who receive B's

Are particularly discouraged from taking science. They are More likely to

be probably Or not interested than interested in science; boys who get B's

Are interested in taking more science; Once grades in science and sex are

included, ethnicity does not have a significant independent effect. The

fact that Mexican Americans are more likely to get C's and D's in science

contributes to their lower interest in science.

Two measures of effort were included; First, students were asked hOW

much they cared about getting good grades in science, and second, they Were

asked hOW hard they tried to do better when they weren't learning science.

The preferred model for both includes an independent effect Of ethnicity on

interest in science and a joint effect of sex and caring aboUt grades Or

trying: to do better. The pattern of the results is presented in Figure 10.

Among nese students who care a great deal about their grades in-Science,

interest in science is similar for boys and girls althoUgh ethnicity con-

tinues to have an independent effect. The association drops off more

rapidly for females such that at all other levelS of caring (quite a bit,

somewhat, and-not at all)._giris-and Mexican Americans are less likely to be

'interested-in science. The results for trying hard follow the same pattern.

Caring about science grades and trying hard are associated With

In terms of how much they care about science grad-ea, Anglos are

over-represented at the high and low ends of the scale; they are more

likely to answer a great deal or not at all. In terms of how hard students

try to do better when they aren't learning science, Mexican Americans are

more likely to answer a great deal, quite a bit or not at all. Anglos are

41
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more likely to report trying somewhat. The lack of longitainal data makes

separating the effect of grades on effort from the eft6dt of effort on gra-

des difficult. It may be that Mexican Americans report trying harder than

Anglos because they are exerting additional effort because of their low -

grades. Or it may be that in spite of how hard they try, they receive

lower grades in science.

The third set of questions asked students to rate the perceiveduse-

fulness- of science. Students rated how important learning science is in

helping them underatanA the world around them. Overall, About 40 percent

believe science is very important and 30 percent believed it is quite

important. Sex and ethnicity are independent of these ratings. The pat-

__
tern of results for the usefulness of science in understanding life is

similar to nose for caring about and trying in science (illustrated in

Figure 10). Boys' and girls' interest in science is similar when science

is rated very important. However, girls who rate science less than very

important are l*S8 likely than boys to be interested in science. Ethnicity

continues to have an independent effect.

Sedondi students rated the importance Of learning science in helping

make deCiaions when buying products. Ona=quarter rated science very impor-

tint and an Additional quarter marked quite important. These responses

vary by and ethnicity. Anglos and Mexican Americans are similar in

their ratings of science as very important with respect to consumer deci==

. sion making. Mexican Americans are more likely to respond quite important

and Ang-4.cs are increasingly likely to give the lower ratings of importande

(iilightly and not Important at all). Males are more likely to rate science

very important, girls are more likely to give the other three responses.



When sex, ethnicity and the importance of sciencefor consumer decision

making are considered together, ethnicity and the importance of science are

each associated with interest in science, but sex is independent of

interest in science. Students who believe science is very important with

respect to buying products are 1.7 times .more likley to be interested in

taking science than those who rate science quite important. Students who

gave science ratings of slightly or not at all important are similar in

their disinterest in science;

Finally, students were asked to rate the importance of learning science

in helping them be good at the kind of work they expected to be doing for

most of their lives; About 30 percent of the students rated science very

important to their future occupations and an additional 25 percent rated

it quite important. The responses vary by sex.and ethniCity. AS With the

importance of science for buying products, Anglos and Mexican Americans are

similar in rating science very important, but Mexican Americans are more

likely to respond quite Amportant and Anglos were more likely to indicate

slight or no importance. The association with sex is linear and monotonic;

greater importance is given by males.

The importance of science for future work has an effect on interest in

science that is the same regardless of sex or. ethnidity. The more impor-

tent science is rated the more interested students are in taking more

science; Students who rate science very important are three times more

likely to be interested in science than thoserwho rate it quite important.

Sex and ethnicity have independent associations.With interest in science.

Attitudes toward science could be changed to increase inlierest in

science. First, Mexican Americans are more likely to get low grades in

43
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science, and studentS Who get A's and B's are more interested in Science.

Therefore, effortS to improve the grades of Mexican AmericanSzin Science

would reduce the ethhio difference in interest. Girls who get B'S in Sci-
_

_

ence are less interested in taking more Science than their male counter-

parts. Encouragement for girls getting B's, who arc Able to do the work

required for more advanced Science/Courses, might increase the enrollments

of women in science.

In terms of effort, girls:and boys are similar in their interest in

science when they are trying very hard or care a great deal About Science.

However, the association of effort with interest in science drop6 off more

rapidly for girls. Strategies to "grease the interest in science of girls

who are expending effort but appear to be discouraged might increase the

likelihood Of their continuing their science education. Further research

into the independent effect of ethnicity on interest in science may be

necessary insofar as Mexican Americans report trying harder and caring more

AbOut grades in science and yet remain lesS4interested in taking science

Courses.

The perceived usefulness of science for filtUrt activities is associated

With interest in science. Efforts to increase the importance of science

for buying products and for future employment in girls' estimation would

increase girls' interest in science. In terms of ethnicity, although

Mexican Americans rate science as more impOrtant to future work and for

buying products, they are less likely to be interested in taking science.

Therefore, efforts to increase their interest in science should concentrate

on other factors which affect their course decision making, such as grades

in science.

4
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Attitudes toward Mathematics

The same set of questions that were asked about science were asked

about mathematics. The resultS indicate that fewer of the attitudes toward

mathematics than the attitude6 toward science are associated with studentS,

interest in taking science. In terms of affective preferences, student8

who pick math as their faVorite subject are more interested in taking

science and students who diSlike Math are less interested in taking

science. Sex and ethnidity have independent effects on interest in science.

The association of theSe affective preferences may be indicative of the

extent to which math Skil- are used in science classes.

Grades in math and the extent to which students try hard to learn math

are not significantly associated with interest in science. Caring ablaut

math grades is related in a curvilinear pattern to interest in science:

Students who care a great deal or not-,at all are more likely to be

interested in taking.8dience; Sex and ethnicity, however, continue to have

independent effedts. This pattern may have two explanations. First, some

students may have complementary interests, i.e. they care a great deal

about their math grades and are also interested in science. Others may

have compensatory interests; although they, do not care abOut their grades

in mathematics, they are interested in science: BecauSereported grades

and effOrt inmath are unreIate&to-interst in science, caring about math

grades seems primarily to reflect a motivational orientation.

The perceived usefulness of mathematics was alsCexpetted to be related

to interest in science. First, students may see the connection between

learning science and future math-related activities. Second, Students may

be aware of math prerequisites for advanced study and potential eMpIo ent

45
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in science. The importance of learning math for buying products and for

understanding the world are independent of interest in science. The impor-

tance of math for future employment, however, is related, along with sex

and ethnicity, to interest in science. Those students WhO rate math as

More important in terms of the fobs they expect to hold are more likely to

be interested in science. There is an ethnic differened but no significant

effect of sex in the ratings ofthe importance of math for work. Mexican

Americans are more likely to believe that learnin math is important for

their future employment.

Students' interest in taking math is associated with their interest in

taking tcience; Students who express a definite interest in taking math

are more likely to be interested in science than thote who are only prob-

ably or not interested in math; Sex and ethnicity haVe independent effects

on interest in science under the preferred model of association. There is

an ethnic difference* in students' interest in math. Again, Mexican

Americans are more likely to 4e interested in math than are Anglo students.

Attitudes towards mathematics reveal feif strategies for increasing the

participation of girls and minorities in science. Although students who

like math care about math grades, believe math is important for future

employment possibilities, and are interested in taking math are more likely

to be interested in taking science, Mexican Americans have more favorable

attitudes towards math on these measures than Anglos doi Increasing

favorable attitudes toward math would affect all students' participation in

science. Programs designed specifiCally for minorities do not seem par-

ticularly efficient since Mexican Americans already have more positive

attitudes toward math than Anglos. Similarly, the only sex difference is
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found with respect to caring abdUt grades in math; girls care more about

these grades than boys do. Although changing attitudes about mathematics

may be/importaht for increasing enrollments in math classes and interest in

math related careers; it does not appear that such changeS Will alter the

sex or ethnid differences in interest in science.

Educational and OccupatiOnal Aspirations

Educational aspirations and expectations were also examined

interest in science. Educational aspirations were measured with a qUesti6o

which asked studets how much education they wanted. Expectations referred

to the amount of education they actually expected to complete. Since more

science is required as one advances through educational institutions; the

expected Association was linear. The results follow a Similar, linear pat-

tern'of association. As can be seen:in Figure 11; the more education

Students Would like to-compiete, the more likely they are to be interested

in science. Sex and ethnicity have independent effects under the preferred

models of association. Sex also affects educational aspirations and expec-

tations.4 Girls are more likely to want a high school or graduate educa-

tion and less likely to aspire to vocational school, community college

or college; In terms of expeetations; a similar proportion of boys and

girls expect ry complete their education with high school graduation.

Soya are more likely to expect to go on to vocational school or community

661160; girls are more likely to believe they will go to college or gra--

dilate school. Although girls may have higher educational goals than boys,

they way be unaware of the science prerequisites or choices of majori

available to students who continue taking science and math courses. It

4?
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interested, 'followed by thOse who get encourageo sometimes or never. Those

who get encouraged often are the least likely to be interested in science:

Those who receive little encouragment from counselors may have a moderate

interest in science beeaust they4;set.encouragement from parents or peers or

need little encouragement;

4ex and ethnicity continue to affect interest in science When

counselor's encouragement is included in the model. Ethnicity als0.3ffeCtS

counselor's encouragement: Mexican Americans report more frequent encour-

agement from counselors than do Anglo student's.

CounSeler's help with science homework is independent Of interest in

science. Less than six percent of all students reported getting such help'

from counselors; However, students were also agked how frequently they

had talked with their counselor about their plans for future work: Fifty

I
percent had never had such a conversation with their counselor: The asso-

ciation between talking about work plans and interest in science is linear

and mondtcnic. Although sex and ethnicity continue to have independent

effects, as can be seen in Figure 12, Students who have had three or more

conversations with their counselors are twice as likely to be-interested in

science than other students.

The association of the importance of counselor's image of the student

and interest in science is similar to that fOund for counselor's encourage-

tent. If counselor's image. is very important, students are most interested

in science; Again sex and ethnicity have independent effects on interest

in science. They also affect the importance of Counselor's image. Mexican

Americans and girls believe that their counselor's image of them is more

important than do Anglos and boys.

49
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is Alaci interesting to note that there is no signifidant ethhit difference

with respect to educational aspirations or expectationS AlthoUgh there con-

tinue to be differences in educational attainments across thead

OCcupatiOnal goals are also related to interest in science. As can be

Seen in Table 4, all of the Anglo boys and MexicanAMeridan girls who want

to or expect to be scientists would take science courses. Anglo girls and

Mexi -114imerican soya are split between definitely and probably interested

in ing'science. Only around half of the students who aspire to Other

profeSSiOnS WOuld take science and around 45 percent of the students who

aspire to nonprofessional occupations express an inter-eat in science. Sex

and ethnic differences are apparent; within each occupational category, a

smaller proportion of girls than boysi'and Mexican Americans thafi Anglos,

Are interested in science. Increasing students' interest in careers in

Sdieiice would increase science course taking. Iljdanse Mexican-American

and female students are less likely to be considering science related

careers, programs designed to increase their occupational interest in

science would reduce.the sex and ethhid differences in interest in taking

/
science sand presumably in course enrollments as well.

Support and Encouragement from Teachers and -Counselors

Students were questioned as to jpow Much their.counselor encouraged them

to learn science, whether they usually went to their teachers or counselors

for help with science homework, and hoW important it was that teachers

and counselors thought well of them. Counselors' encouragement is

related to interest in science although the pattern of association is not

tlinear. Those students who get encouraged almost always are the most

48



Teachers' help with science homework is associated with interest in

science; Those who get help from teachers are core likely to be interested

\

in science; Sex is independently related to interest in science;

Ethnicity is related both to interest in science and to. the likelihood of

getting homework help from teachers. Anglos ar more likely to get help

from teachers; most of whom are also AnglO, than e Mexican Americans;

Teacher's image 13 associated with interest in stie e. Those who rate

teacher's image as very important are most interested- followed by those

who rate'it as not important at all. Those who rate tea hers' image as

slightly important are the least likely to be interested ip science. Sex

and ethnicity affect interest in science and the importance of teachers'-

image. Girls and Mekican Americans believe that teachers' image is more

important than do boys and Anglos.

Increasing the amount of encouragement from counselors the frequencey

of counseling with respect to work plans; and homework help from teachers
_ _ )

Would increase students' interest in science; Mexican Americana and girls

may be particularly motivated by school personnel as they care more about

the image.they have with teachers and counselors. Providing more help on

science boMeWcitk for Mexican-American students would be particularly impor-

tant With esspect,to increasing interest in science because Mekican

Americana are leS3 likely to gbt help from teachers and paeenta; Thus;

teachere help Will not only increase science interest but will partially

compensate for the infrequent help with homework that Mexican Americans get

at home.

50
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Teachers liiewpciint

The teachers, who were,interviewed-for this studyi were experienced

personnel; The modal length of time in the teaching.profeSSitin was seven

to eight years. MoSt teachers were either recently employed by the schools

where the study was Conductd or had been there, 10 or more years; They

ranged in age froM 22 to over 65. Half had children of their Own.

Although the sohools wh re studied were selected .bedaUSe they had

high minority enrollments,
ethnic diversity among teacher is limited.

Three-quarters of the teachers describe themselves as AngioS and only 14

percent are Mexican American. ggcause thesfocus of this research is upon

math and Science, half of the teachers interviewed taught these subjects.

Ten of the twenty-three math teachers but only six of the twenty science t'

teacherS are women. Females are over=represented,in
English, reading, and

es

business.

Teachers;are more critical than parents of the job the school does in

preparing students for further education. Twenty-three percent rated the

school as above average or dOing very well. An Additional 23 Percent gave

it an OK rating. But 31 percent thought the school was doing poor34. The

biggest problem the teacherS identified was that students lacked baSid

skillS. As solutions, teachers suggested improving basic skills prepara-

tion throughout the educational system and using higher standards.

Teachers were asked what they do when they encounter a student in their

claSSrOot who lacks basic skills Eighty-two percent said they woUld trly

to help the student; the MOSt_frequent
suggestions were giving individual

hel0 and providing
encouragement for the student to work on basic skills.
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of interest was the second reason given by parents Of boysi less than

--

two percent of the students said they didn't-like school and only three

percent expressed a desire to quit school to Work.

;71 How can teachers encourage students to stay in school? Most suggested.

Stressing the importance of education for life, getting jobs, or making

money. Second; they recommended personal guidance. Teachers rate

learning the subjects they teach as very important, and students report

that teachers encourage them a great deal to learn course material.

How effective is this encouragement that teachers, like parents, provide?

Teachers' efforts to encourage students are liMited by their ability to get

to know-the student since their effortS_APe directed at the individual

level. As can be seen in Table 5, many teachers feel they don't have

enough time to get to 'snow students or to provide individual help: The

extent to which teachers know about family background or educational and

occupational aspirations varies across students. Therefore, although moti-

vational problems are widespread, the information needed as the basis of

personalized guidance appears to be lacking.

Most teachers describe their relationship with students as based on a

counseling model. When asked to describe their teaching style most

teachers chose adViSor, followed by friend and then task master. HOW then

do teachers differentiate their role from that or counselors? Teachers

perceive counselors' ability to get to know students as similar to their

own but limited by having too many students -and too little time. Teachers

see counselors as supplying information on careers and financial aid and

providing indiVidual counseling. Teachers believe that teachers and coun-

selors work together but that counselors have a key role in helping with

problem studentS.
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had the basic skills bUt lacked motivation* 85 percent to the

try, to help. Most frequently they recommended counseling_

sending the student to a counselor, followed by talking to

the parents and g 4;encouragement or praise.

These experiences are not unfamiliar to teachers. Thirty-two percent

rated students in their classes as low in ability and fifty-five percent

rated students as low in motivation. Only six percent gave students high'

ability ratings and nine percent rated motivation as high; Although

teachers were divided as to whether lack of motivation, lack of basic.....
Skills or both occurred more frequently* teachers felt they were me

successful In dealing with motivational than the skill pro ems (46

percent compared to;34 percent). These figures convey the irony of

tea-Oiler's situation; They identify ladk of basic skills as the primary

deficit of the educational system, bUt they must first provide motivation

for students to stay in school and,Alt interested in learning this basic

4k;

material.

While lack of basic skills is a problem identified within the school

systemi motivational diffidUltles are seen as or;ginating utside.tif the

educational institution. When asked why students stop going to school

before they complete the amount of educipion whichihey desire* motivation

Was the most frequently givIn reason. Teachers believed students lacked

'%Belf-confidence or became discouraged. Next teachers suggested thAt

Students set their goals too high, financial problems interfered*

Or education was not stressed at hote. It should be noted that students

and parents cite financial reasons as the primary barrier. Although lack
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Teachers havilimited interaction with parents. Seventy-two percent

report that they deal directly with parents, usually through phone calls.

Most teachers think that parent-teacher conferences are beneficial-but that

most parents don't *come. Nearly two-thirds of the teachers do not attend

parent-teacher association meetings. Thus teachers do not appear to be

working with parents nor getting to know pertinent family background

information from family members.

Finally, teachers were asked to respond to six hypothetical situations.

The sex and ethnicity of the students involved were systematically varied

by changing the students' names. The first situation described an

excellent student, interested in biology, and asked 'for advice on courses

to take in high school and career options. Taking math was more frequently

recommended for males than for females. Teachers suggested taking science

gene'ally across the sex and ethnic groups but did not mention specific

courses very frequently. For Mexican Americans and girls, teachers were

more likely to suggest that these students ask themselves whether a job-in

science is really possible. Among those teachers who were responding to

the situation involving a Mexican=American boy, one=quarter gave this

response.

In general, teachers seemed to take the situation of Anglo boys more for

granted. They were more likely to mention a specific career in science or:

medicine f/opirls, more likely to advise seeing a counselor for girls and

minorities, and more likiy to send Anglo\girls and Mexican-American boys

to talk to a science teacher.

A second situation deddribed:a well rounded, model student who is

offered a scholarship to a university 100 miles from home. The student's
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parents object to the student going so far away from home. Teachers were

most likely to advise taking the scholarship for Anglo boy61 follbWed by

Mexican Americans. They were more likely to recommend a compromise solu-

tion When the student was female. Teachers were equally likely to speak

to parents for all groups except Anglo girls where they recommended that

someone else should talk to parents. Teachers believed that the scho-

larship was the student's own decision more frequently for Anglo students

and suggested that Mexican-American girls, in particular, needed to convince

their parents of the decision.

Teachers were also asked which factors in the situation had been con-

sidered in their advice. Finances were more frequently mentioned for boys,

the students' qualities for Anglo boys, the importance of the family fOr

Anglogiris; Negative comments about the family trying to exercise too

much control over the student's life were made more frequently with respect

to Mexican Americans than to Anglos. These perceptions are in contrast to

the parents' responses, which revealed that Mexican-American parents were

more likely than Anglo parents to recommend that the student accept the

scholarship.

Overall, the variation in teachers'. responses according to the sex and

ethnicity of the student described were less striking than expected.

Teachers seemed to respc with general advice or to have their own

idiosyncratic suggestions Which they applied't0 all the situations. Sex and

ethnicity may be more influential in actual interactions than_in these

hypothetical situations. In particular, they may affect the quality of the

interaction and the amount of effort the teacher will expend in a given



situation. Further research is needed to identify the extent to which sex

and ethnicitY affect actual student-teacher interaction.

Counselors' Viewpoint

Fifteen counselors were interviewed. There is large variation in the

structure of their work and extent of their responsibilities. The number

of students per counselor averages 336 but ranges from 240 to 710.

Counselors report seeing an average of 23 students each day. They pri-

marily report dealing With scheduling problems, classroom behavioral pro-

bletS, and personal problems. Most counselors feel they do not have enough

time to get to know the students but feel -they do learn About family

badkgrOund and students' aspirations. Counselors see their role in helping

students reach their educational and occupational goals Centered around

fL-c4 itating goal clarification and providing information about careers and

fianancial aid.

Counselors have limited contact with parents. They report calling

parents when students have behavioral or attendance problem:A. These

situations are usually handled over the phone and parents' Cooperation in

correcting the problem is solicited; Counselors also meet With parents to

discusS fatily problems if the problems continue to affedt Students' per-

formance Or if parents initiate contact. Counselors see their role as

intricately linked to teachers' roles. 'They descirbe thiS collaboration as

A team, while acknoWledging their specialization in dealing With student

problems and the teachers' great contact and more frequent counseling of

the "average" student.
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Counselors primarily thought that schools could improve students' pre-

paration for post-high Sehddl education by having smaller classes and

improving the student-teadher ratio. They also were concerned about

advanced classes that would challenge the above average student and about

teacher morale.

Curriculum Structure and Tracking

Although tracking is officially prohibited, several procedures usedin

scheduling classes perpetuate a tracking system. Forty-six percent of the

teachers said that students were not grouped by ability when they

registered for claaSea. FOrty=f0UP percent reported ability grouping, pri-

marily for math and English. Teachers thought this grouping was based

primarily on tee herb' recommendations, followed by past performance and

placement or achievement tests.

Informal obSerVatiOns in classrooms and discussions with studenta par-

tially revealed the tracking process; Students are often grouped on the

basis of ability in Ehglish, which is required at every.grade leVel. 'The

rest of the scheduling is done by computer. ,However, the claas is Often

used as the unit to be scheduled. Teachers would report that they had two

biology classea in adjacent class periods; students in one ClASS were con-

sistently excellent, in the other below average. Talking with the stu=

dents, it was diadoVePed that students in each class also had English and

most of their other required classes together. The English teachers

reported that students in the first biology class oathe froim an advanced

English class. As mentioned earlier, students enrolled in English as a
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second language Are partiddlarly disadvantaged in course scheduling because

the length of their English Classes requires postponing other requi-ed

classes and fO"rigtI4-other electives.

Recommendations for Change

Teachers identified ladk of basic skills and motivational problems as

barriers to education. COUnSelOrs primarily deal-with consequences of these

problems. TeacherS may need more training in counseling given the extent

to which they are expected to provide such services; Teachers also need

information on course options and career opportunities, particularly outside

o f.their own specialization, insofar as they may have more opportunities to

provide this advice than counselors. Teachers and counselors need to-

devise ways of coordinating parental support and encouragement with their

o wn Worts. School personnel do not perceive the level of support from

parents revealed in the parent interviews. In particular, the primarily

Anglo teachers evidence negative attitudes toward what is perceived as

control by Mexican-American parents; These teachers may feel uncomfortable

in their dealing with these parents. Similarly, Mexican-American parents,

WhO have limited experience with educational institutions Ad may have

limited English skills, may feel reluctant about interacting with teaCherS

and counselors. Efforts are needed to overcome these barriers so that

parents', teachers', and counselors' 'efforts can be mutually Supportive.

58
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CONCLUSIONS

Recommendation6 for Further Research

This research has revealed that many of the factors associated with

interest in science are complex, nonlinear relationships. Insofar as stu-

dents who are both high and low on some characteristics or attitudeS, such as

caring about math grades, are more interested in science, further research

is needed for a more complete understanding of these relationships.

Second, there appear:to be discrepancies between students' educational

plans and occupational goals. Subsequent studies need to inquire about

students' knowledge of math and science requirements and AboUt their per-

ceptions of the correspondence betWeen educational training and career

opportunities. What appears to be inadequate planning on their part may,

in fact, reflect Misinformation upon which they are basing decisions;

Career decision making is influenced by students' attitudes, educa-

tional factors, and parent and peer advice and support. In depth, longitu-

dinal research would elUcidate now students balance these competing

influences. It may be that there are key decision points where one or

another factor is predominant. This research has identified many of the

influential factors, but more research is needed as to how students make

sense of the multiplicity of factors involved.

Teachers appear to be generally supportive and to give general advice

to students Observational studies would help to specify in more detail

the amount of information they convey about educational and occupational

options and ways in which th,:ir counseling role can be imprOved. In

5 9
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particular, teachers may need to be, aware of:cur-mt job opportunities and

strategies for encouraging female and minority students to pursue these

goals;

Recommendations to Increase Science Participation

The primary barrier to advanced training or employment in science is a

problem of numbers; Because science education is a winnowing process, when

the initial pool of interested students is small, the number who will

proceed through the educational process is very limited. Until the number

Of girls and Mexican Americans who consider a carer in science increases

dramatically, the sex and ethnic characteristics of those who continue in

Science are unlikely to change;

For girls and minority students, the minimum required course work in

math_and science becomes the total amount taken. These students need to be

more aware of the importance of their course taking decisions upon sub=

sequent educatiOn and employment; These students need assistance from

teachers, counselors; and parents in actively planning their coursetwork to

maximize their options; They need to anticipate advanced course work by

enrolling in prerequisites, such as pre-algebra an' by satisfying require-

ments early so that they can pursue electives such as chemistry, physieS,

Algebra Ii And calculus. Female and minority students ShOuld be informed

as to the content and usefulness of\\Particular courses for subbequent

training. With such information, they are less likely to be tide tracked by

"easy" courses, such as business math or general science.

Detailed information about careers in math and science the related edu=

cations' requirements, and the Iong term opportunities for advancement

Go
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wou1O-be of use to students, parents, and teachers. Because these careers

utilize current technology, they change rapidly and up to-date information

may not be readily available. With respect to realizing:educational goals,

information on scholarships and financial aid should be proVided to parents_

and students. Although girls have higher aspirations than boys, they have

been less able to attain these goals. Programs designed to decrease the

conflict that girls p.rceive between family obligations and educational

aspirations would increase the likelihood of their taking full advantage

of the opportunities available to them. In addition, strategies to reduce

sex role stereotyping of science and math and to help girls cope with sex-

typed messages meanwhile would decrease the sex inequity in 2 ience

participation.

Several attitudes of students are related to interest in science;

Efforts to improve girls' and Mexican Americans' self imaged as intelii-

gent, creative, and self-confident would increase science participation

because these characteristics are related to interest in science; Further

research may be needed to determine why Mexican Americans get :sower grades

in science, but programs such as. tutoring services or homework hotlines can

be initiated in the meantime. Finally; Mexican Americans and females, who

appear to be able but discouraged science students, need to be identified

and provided support for continuing their science education. This recom-

mendation applies to those girls who get B's in science, those students in

both groups who care a great deal about science grades; those girls who try

hard to learn science, and'those girls who rated math as very useful for

future activities; These students have Positive attitudes, but unlike

Anglo boys, they do not translate these attitudes as clearly into course

taking decisions and career interests.
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Finally, the family represents a relatively untapped supportive

resource. Teachers and counselors are trifing.to counsel and encourage

students on an individual level but are limited in their success by the

number of students for whom they awe responsible. Parents, particularly

Mexican Americans, need to focus their support into more direct action.

Information about educational requirements and career options would give

these parents a more knowledgeable basis for their .advice Educators need

to develop ways of involving parents in school projects, helping with

homework, and assisting in course selections. The changes in the family

will reinforce the encouragement to pursue science provided by the schools.

This research has identified social, educational and personal factors

associated with interest in science. Educational and occupational

interests are influenced by a variety of factors. This report has empha

sized. those areas Which are amenable to change. The variety and number of

factors suggest that there are several strategies which would increase sex .

and ethniC equity in science participation and which would increase the

interest of all students in science. Insofar as various programs are begun

simultaneoualy, the effects of any one will be reinforced by the efforts

of others. The Mdst consistent factors are social, in particular, the sup-

port and encouragement of parents, teachers; and counselors. The educa-

tional system has a unique opportunity to design strategies AO that parents

And educators can _improve and coordinate their efforts to increase Students'

interest in science;
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Figure 2 A Nogales
Number of Math Classes Taken by Grade; Sex; and Ethnicity

(Expected frequencies under the preferred model of association)
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Figure 2B Tucson
NUtber of Math Classes Taken by Grade, Sex, and Ethnicity

(Expected frequencies under the preferred' model of association)
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Table 1

ParticiPSiion in Specific Science and Math CourseS
by Sex and Ethnicity

General Science
Biology I
Physical Science
Chemistry
Physics
Oceanography
Biology 112 "-

Bilingual Biology
2

Anglo

71.24
52;56
29.06
20.94
4.70
10.26
5.13
0

_Observed Frequencies
Percent who have taken

Males :
Females_

Mexican Anglo Mexican

American American

60.97 73;73 57.82

54.10 47.88 52.73

31.09 25;42 36.06

11.57 13.56 t10.42

10.63 y 4.66 8.48

14.86 15;55 10.55

12.61 8;89 8.44

, 8.98 .42 6.08

Earth Science 37.11 22.14 28;80 19.46

Science Lab Assistant 10.26 5.66 7.63 - 5.82

Independent Study in
Science 9.83 5.52 7;63 4.61

General Math 33.75 42.80 27.12 39.76

Algebra I 44;02 45.96 59;32 42.06

Algebra II 16.24 17.50 13.13 15.03

Geometry.: 30;34 19.78 22.46 16.97

PrerAlgebra ,.%
.,-

32.48 31.49 28;81 25.21

College Algebra 5.13 1.88 1.69 2.18

Calculus 1.28 .94 ..42 -24

BusinessMath_ = 7.69 7.54 3.81 7.15

Bilingual Math2 2.63 5.26 0 2.90

Computer Math2 0 2.17 0 1.32

1Tucson Only

2-Nogales Only



Table 2

Students' Occupational AspiratiOns and Expectations
by Sex and Ethnicity

Occupational ASpirations ExPected Frqueficies as Percentages

Males _Females

Anglo Mexican Anglo Mexican

American American

Scientist_ 5;96 3.28 4;11 2;31

Other Professional 36;55 32.67 48.37 44;05

All Other Occupations 53.97 59.07 ,45;57 50.84

Don't Know 3.51 4.98 1.94 2.80

(N) (239) (755) (237) (834)

L = 2.01 with 3 df, p ..57

Scientist 7.52 4.14 4,.61 2.50

Other Occupations 92.48 95.86 95.39 97.50

(N) (229) (719) (2310 (809)

L2L = 1.21 with 1 df, p = .27

Occupational Expectations

Males Females

Anglo Mexican Anglo Mexican

American American

Scientist 5.51 2.77 2.99 1.49

Other Occupations 94.49 97.23 97.01 98.51

(N) (224) (673) (223) (763)

L2
,.17 with 1 df, p = .68



Table 3

Interest in Taking Science
by Sex and Ethnicity

Expected Frequencies as Percentages

Males Females

Anglo Mexican Anglo 'Mexican

American AMetiCan

Yes 56.34 46;00 :48.35 38.04

Probably 26.31 29;04 /9.90 31.80

No 11.72 15;58 14.64 18.74

Don't Know 5.63 9.38 7.11 11.42

(N) (232) (692) (224) (780),

L2 i= 2.32 with 3 df, p i= .51



Figure 3 A
Log Odds on Ethnitity by Interest In Taking Science, Males and

-, Females, under the preferred model of association
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Figure 3 B
Log Odds on Sex by Interest in Taking Science, Mexicanz--Americans
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Figure 5

Schematic representation of the results under the preferred model of association

Interest in Science
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Figure 6
Log Odds on Interest in Taking SCiende, Yes: Probably and No, by,

Importance of Learning ScienCe to Mother, Sex, ant Ethnicity, under

the preferred model of association
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Figure 7

Log Odds on Interest in TakingHSCidUce, Yes: Probably and Noi_by Fr, her's'Help

With Science Homework, Sex, and Ethnicity, under the preferred:model of association
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Figure 8
Log Odds on Interest in Science, Yes: Probably and No, by
"Men need to know more math than women," Sex and Ethnicity,
under the preferred model of associaticn
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Figure 9
Log Oddt on Interest in Taking Science, Yes: Probably and No, by

Sex-Typing of Jobs Attitude, Sex and Ethnicity under the preferred

model of association
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Figure 10
Log Odds on Interest in Tiikinp. cience, Yes: Probably and N6, by Care

about Grades in Science, SeX z.nd Ethnicity; under the preferzed model

of association
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Figure 11
Log Odds on
Educational
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Table 4

Interest in Taking Science by Occupational Aspirations and Expectations Sex, and Ethnicity

Occupational Aspirations
Observed Frequencies as Percentages

definitely interested probably interested not interested

Anglo Mexican Anglo Mexican Anglo Mexican Anglo Mexican Anglo Mexican Anglo Mexican

American Wtittill American American American \. American

males MiliS feMalet females males males females females males males females females

Scientist 100,0 72,7 72,7

Other Professional 57;7 523 54,1

Al! other occupations 59,8 48,2 42,7

Occupational Expectations

Scientist 100,0 64.7 66.7

Other Professional 60,3 53.5 52,1

All atilt. acupations 58,3 477 479

100;00

48,0

36,2

100.0

50,2

36,5

0 27.3 27,3 0

28,2 29,0 34,4 32.9

28,2 34,2 33,3 39,5

0 35;5 33.3 0'

28.6 28.3 35,4 33,0

29,1 34,2 30.2 38,3

0 0 0 0

14,1 18.1 11,5 19,1

12.0 17.5 24,0 24,3

0 0 0 0

11,1 18,2 12,5 16.8

12,6 18,2 21.9 25.1
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Figure 12
Log Odds on Interest in Taking ience,'Yes: Pnd No, ov

Frequency of Talks with Counselor, Sex, ane under the

preferred model of association
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Table 5

Teachers' Perceptiont of Interaction with Students

Do you feel that you have enough
time to get to know the students

% Yes % Sometimes % No

in your class? 52.11 7.04 40.85

Do you feel you have enough time
to give each student so_ that he

or she can learn the subject matter? 33.70 14.00. 52.30

Do you get to know about the
student's family background and
personal characteristics that may
be important in terms of the
studelit's progress in school? 25.00 59.52 15.48

Do you knOW enough about the
students to be,aware of their
educational-_ and occupational

aspirations?
37.80 43.90 18.29

6 U
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